
HOW TO WRITE A NON EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CV

A Non-Executive Director (NED) CV can differ from the usual CV writing rules. Read this article for advice on NED
structures, keywords and strategies.

Recruited as MD designate as part of plan to succeed the founder of the business. No more than 4 bullet points
for each role please. Be wary of Non-Executive Director websites that ask you to pay to register or gain access
to Non-Executive roles. Include years of experience and summarise your specific expertise. One of three
candidates offered a choice of positions within the Group from a field of 20 graduates. You should go back
about 10 years or so, but include relevant jobs. Your profile should never be aspirational. In addition, a NED
often needs to showcase skills in relationship building, integrity, political awareness and diplomacy. Political
savvy and skill are a must for this job. The key question to consider when introducing your Non-Executive CV
is what does the audience want to see? Devised and launched Westbury Direct â€” a business that offered a
wider range of choice of home-related products and. Reflect this on the CV with the use of examples.
Responsible for both retail and wholesale client and broker liaison. Led the development of the first ever
product development programme, leading to focused game development to market needs and structured
marketing planning. If you value the Board application process and want to stand the best chance at getting
that Board role, then a professionally written Board Ready CV will be invaluable to you. Instead, focus more
on your analytical qualities, commercial acumen, critical thinking skills and leadership experience. Mention
the problems you faced when joining, and what you did to overcome them. Make the customer the priority
Finding ways to make a business more responsive and aware of its customers is often a great way to add value
as a NED. As a result, it found that pictures often hamper the readers from locating the most relevant
information, like skills and experience. Pricing sensitivity model with Ford and Ford dealership network.
Contact us for more information. Experience as an executive at or near board level should be highlighted.
Include acting as a Trustee, Governor, Company Secretary or other board level consultancy work. This should
be easy to read and stand out on the CV. If you are retired this section will cover your previous executive
roles. However, this is only the first step and leaving it here will severely detract from any application. What
does your industry association network mean? Created in house design department, managed over in
marketing department. Proposed new organisation structure integrating all functions contributing to customer
satisfaction:. Here are a few good examples: A Board CV that: Suggests that you: Objectively presents your
primary capability set in relation to the wider Board composition Are of independent mind, with the ability to
set out an objective view on a subjective subject. Led pan European and global marketing spend reviews,
resulting in new clearly defined supplier rosters, savings and efficiencies across all spend areas. Maxine is able
to take the helm and drive forward ambitious and feasible strategic growth and sustainability plans. Our clients
will understand your strengths and value proposition. You would like to join a new Fintech company who are
looking for an independent director to join their existing board of highly tech-focused millennials. In particular
please note that we guarantee that we will not send your CV to potential clients or any other person or
company without your explicit permission.


